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captures the parallelism of an application and the communications between parallel processes. Then, the back-end translates each component of the process network into hardware while ensuring a good reuse of hardware resources. In the end, the circuit can be seen as a very large network of pipelined processes, reading inputs and producing outputs periodically.

The newly created CASH team works on novel approaches to extract parallelism from an imperative program to an intermediate representation. To evaluate the quality and correctness of the generated process network, one option would be to run the generated process network through the back-end and execute the result on an FPGA. However, the back-end and synthesis are time-consuming operations and running on an FPGA provides only limited debugging tools. The other option is to simulate the process network before the back-end. We currently use a minimal simulator based on POSIX threads, using one thread per process. This solution is operational but slow due to the number of context-switches required.

A new simulator will be developed during spring 2018. This new simulator will use the principles of discrete-event simulation. We plan to use the SystemC simulator for this. SystemC is the standard tool for high-level circuit synthesis. It has an efficient scheduler using a cooperative scheduling policy for which context-switches are efficient.

Main activities

Objectives of the post-doc:

We expect a significant gain in terms of performance from the SystemC-based simulator, but on the other hand, a basic implementation in SystemC cannot exploit the parallelism of the host machine (the simulator will be sequential). Several approaches have been proposed to run a SystemC simulation in parallel, each of them being specific to a coding style. A generic parallelization approach would miss a lot of optimization opportunities: our process networks have good properties for parallelization (lot of FIFO-based communication, static control, massive parallelism), and they are generated automatically using polyhedral methods.

We can imagine a lot of possible optimizations, that are to be explored during the post-doc:

* Partition the simulator, using one SystemC instance per partition and running partitions in parallel, following e.g. the approach of Denis Becker's Ph.D [3].

* Automatically generate a partitioning that minimizes inter-partition communications and balances the load evenly between partitions.

* Exploit FIFO-based communication to optimize the communication and synchronization between partitions. For example, it is possible for different partitions to execute different simulated instants in parallel (in a sequential simulation, this is called ‘temporal decoupling’ and has already be shown to work very well with FIFO [4]).
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